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The research which is the focus of these 412Trrirk,'s should floe understood as,

a somewhat awkward probe into a: complex relationship, that between written texts

and situationa l contexts. The probe was awkward because Of problems at ,the

data-gathering stage, problems which certainly affect the °validity and generaLiza-

,-
_../

bility of my results. Even NI-len the p duct of r search is inadequate, however,
.-

I

the process can be illuminating. In this report I'll) share that process and

discuss the product only with appropriite cautions,.-
_ .

The probe was conceived as part, of a' series of investigations which attempt

to account for inexplicit° meaning in student writing. Inexplicit meaning is

characteristic of basic writing, as in this tenth grader's paragraph:

ges

reproduction quality

.Points of view or opinions stated in thd docu
went do not necessarily represent

official NIE
position or policy.

I saw another fight before at the playgrfotrtd.over some 1

bag of candy this boy foOk the bag 2`candy one kid have a ,and

a eatin apiece of his candy he hit him in ,the arm the boy 3

who -took the candy kicked him in the face and he got a black 4.

eye so the boy who was punching him stop and walk out of the 5

playground, With his friend talking about 'how hard he hit him 6
4

7in the face.
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Clearly, this paragraph is*context-dependent. The writer appears to assume that

his reader has access to the context of situation referred to in the writing,

to the actual fight witnessed by the writer.; .....,<ey components 'of that context are

only referred to, not adequately specifie'd or represented, in the writing. For

example, the in the playground (lines 1 and 6) is used as a deistic; it points

toward the environment of the reported events as if the reader had seen this

particular playground: The fighters,,furthennore, are initially referred to as

one kid and this boy (line 2), and by the time we get to he hit him in the arm

(line 3), we can't tell who hit whom. Readers need access to the original

situation* context to understand this text.

In my semantic abbreviation studies (Collins, 1981; Collins and Williamson,

5
1981a and b), I attributed inexplidi meaning in student writing to the writer's

tendency to transform inner speech only to the extent necessary to meet the

dialogic fortkand interpersonal function of everyday spoken language. In this

interpretation, our tenth grade writer is writing as if he were talking to_a

close friend who had also witnessed the fight. These studies drew on Vygdtsky's

(1934/1962 and 1978) theories of relationships aniong thought, language and

writing and used exophoric references (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) as'one measure,

of a writer's tendency to produce.writing through the mediation of spoken language.

By exophoric reference Halliday and Hasan new features of linguistic texts

that refer to the situation that surrounds language. They define reference as one

form of cohesion, a semantic tie between a presupposingcelemant and another element4

which satisfies or completes the presupposition. Reference can be either

endophoric, in which case both the presupposing and the presupposed elements are

found within the text, or exophoricmin which case the presupposed element is to

be- fund outside of the text. In the example I presented earlier, the in the
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playground and this in this boy are examples of demonstrative exophora; he and

him are examples of personal exophora.

The semantic abbreviation studies found that exophoric'Sreference.is more

charact tic of weak writing, judged by p trait scoring,\than of its

strong counterpart at grades 8 and 12. That ob ervation was seen as supporting

the` theory that weak Writers resort to the forms and function of spoken dialogue

while writing.

A
British researchers:however:used exophoric reference and inexplicit meaning

to support a somewhat different theory, d it is thatfact which prompted me to

undertake the present study. Rekearch reported by Peter Hawkins (1977) showed'

that - significantly more working class children use items of exophoric reference,

particularly third person pronouns, than do middle Class children; this latter

group had an observed preference for parts of speech associated with.the noun.

Hawkins concludes that these findings support Bernstein's (1975) theory of

socially determined "restricted" and'"elaborated" linguistic/1bdes. Now,

Bernstein's theory has not fared well in thispuntry. It quickly b4cme

associated with a linguistic deprivation hypothesis which zany studies refuted.

In studies relevant to basic writing, 'we've shown ourselves tobe mare inclined

toward psychological _explanations, such as Piaget's (1926/1955) concept of

egocentrism, than toward socioeconomic ones. Some examples: Basic writers have

not attained a concept-forming level.of Cognitive development (LUnsford, 1979);

in matters of coherence, some adult writers are like young children (Biostoff,

1981); even Shaughneisy (1977) attributes, problems in basic writing beyond the .

syntactic level to the writer's egocentricity. Still, thee are a.few studies

which suggest that societal' influences have something to do with language develop-

Trent (Loban, 1976) and writing performance (Elsasser and John-Steiner, 1977;

Farrell, 1977). With these latter studies in mind (and with a basic distrust of
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,.the'explanatory power of egocentrism), I decided to replicate a portion of the

Hawkins research in order to look for a correlation between inexplicit writing

and socioeconomic status.

As.part of his research Hawkins used an illustrated narrative (see attached)
4

whiCh.tells a story of three boys playing soccer, breaking a window , getting

yelled at; and running away. Bernstein (1975, p. 178) and Hawkins (1977, pp.75-6)

offer the following example of a context dependent, inexplicit, response to

the task;

They're playing football and he kicks it and goes

through tyre it breaks the window and they're looking at it

and he comes out and shoutsat them because they've broken a ,

it so theyrun away and thed she looks out and she 'tells them

off.

'ewe compare this example with the teeth grader'S paragraph discussed

earlier, we notice the same tendency to refer to a situational context outside
D'T

of the linguistic text. This observation le,d me to borrow the,Hawkins illustrated

narrative mid administer it as a writing task ttstudentsqn grades 4-13 which

:was worded as follows,:

These four drawings tell a story.

Imagine that someone you know wants to know

all about the story but won't be able to

look at the drawings, Write'a description

of what you see in the pictures so that tht

.

person you are writing to will understand the

story, Tell as. h information about the

story is you think your reader need,

5
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The Hawkins resee4...h "used an oral interview method, and I wanted to see
"71.

ifaskieg students to write to som eone who cannot see the illustrations would

prompt writers to produce relatively
explicit meanin4 in their responses,

regardless of grade level or socioeconomic background. t,

Two disappointments entered into my
/
attempt to test that assumption. After

working with-a group of teachers Who had agreedto let me,observe theirjanguage

arts classes in grades four through eight in preparation for my administeriAg
) , .

the writing task, I was told that I needed permission to continue. I wrote a

requested research proposal, and permission was. promptly denied. At the.

secondary level, I managed to obtain writing samples, but I was aenied access to-

school records of parental occupatio6S and edlicational levels, information neces-

sary to assigi4 writers to SES categories. The school permitted me to obtain a
. .

teacher's interpretation Of school records, and I decided-to go ahead With this

somewhat less than objective data. (Hence, my opening disclaiMer Cancerang

validity and generalizability.)

I was left with sufficient da at grades 9, 11, and 13 (total'N=114). The

observed -means for total words try gtede and SES are presented in We l (and
. . ,

. .

're-amber that the SES1assificatiori is rather. arbitrary):

- Table 1

Mean Number of Total Wards
by Grade and SES

9 11 13

-Law 108 147 74

Mid 101 1.33 1.72

,Differences between grades in this,
table are significant for total -

words < .0001) .
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Calculations of rates of exophoric reference were figured as frequency

Ater total words, The page in ny handout labeled "Sarple,Responses" (see

attached) will illustrate the manner in which exophoric items were identified.

The first version of the story'has two instances of demonstrative exophora;'

both occur when. there is used to locate characters (line 1) and an aspect of

setting (line 3) by making reference to the context of situation represented

in the illustration. The second version repeats this pattern by again opening

with the word there, used exophorically. I've included the third.sample response

because it illustrates one solution to the problem of making distinctions among.

Characters and aspects of getting in the illustrated narrative; this solution

is to provide names: Rufus, Monty, and Dick; the 'window of Nbnique's Massage

Parlor.

Calculated rates of exophoric reference are shown in Table 2. Differences
oik

in this table are Cot significant for either grade or SES.

Table -2.-

Mean Rate.of.E409iphoric References
by Grade and SES

(Expressed as Percentage)

9 11 13

Low 2..7 1.8 1:7

Mid 2.7 2.5 2.0

In the sample df,student writing used in this probe only one trend is

visible. With each grade level the number of'total words produced in respon se

to the assigned task increased significantly. If we use conbined,rears for rate
. t

of exophoric referenCe (grade 9 = 2.7%; grade 11 = 2.3%; -gra:de 13 = 1.97), we

. (drop the SES variable which was of questionalle validity, and we notice that the

rate of exophoric reference stays about the same, or declines slightly across
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grade levels. ,This_suggets that writers in the study have veryjlittle dif- r

ficulty writing
,

about the assigned illustrated narrative in a contexticindependent

nohner.

These findings, of course, are very tentative; the stud); would have to be

replicated with more objectivity atthe data-gathering stage before we can be

fully confident that the findings are'accurate. Still,' the findings are in-

teresting enough to invite some speculation concerning relationships between

written texts and contexts of situation.

, The present study seems to run against earlier ones; with very few exceptions,/

the writing task elicited a consistently low rate, of exophoric reference.

It seems that the-writing task reduced the level of difficulty inherent

in writing about an assigned topic so that exophoric references were reduced to

al:Minimum. The writing task presented writers with a complete and coherent

universe, and writers were told that their reader would not have diiecbaccess

to that universe. This. is certainly a different context of situation than that

used inthe Bernsteinand Hawkins interviews where it Was clear; I suspect, that

investigators could see the drawinga. This is'the-digference between spoken

dialogue and written monologue;: when,our audience can seewhat we're talking or

writing about,'we need not specify an already shared context of situation in the

linguistic text. (Notice that I am not attempting to explain why Bernstein and

.

'Hawl5ins found social class differences among their subjects; Bernstein presents

a powerful theoretical explanation for that himself; see also Kroll, in press.)

Apparently, it is'a writer's ability to manage difficulties inherent in

the Writing task that makes a text more or less dependent on reader access to a
,

' context of situation. When difficulty is at a low lev el, as when we ask writers

to represent a.simple illustrated narrative for an absent reader of their choice,

therrwriting is relatively context independent. The only problems in'specifying

v
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referents adequately in this task were in distinguishing among characters; rest

writea*solved this by including relative heights and positions or by naming

-the cifracters. [then the level of difficulty increases, for example when we ask

8.

writers to write a remembered or imagined narrative for an unfamiliar reader,-

many of the same writers might produce
context-dependent writkng (Kroll and '

Idampers: 1981; Kroll and Vann, 1981; Krauss and Glucksberg, 1977; Rubin, 1981,

. offer additional insight into task

Certainly z don't man to underestimate the complexities of relationships

between written texts and contexts ofsituation. These contexts include the

rhetorical ,(purpose, topic, audience), the envirodrental (conditions imediately

surrounding the writer) and the societal (the socio-cultural background of

'writer And audienCe). 'Surely we need to know more about how these levels of

context interact with psychological dinensions of writing processes, and we

should investigate this interaction through context-dependent mathods (Kantor,

. Kirby, and Goetz, 1981; Mishler, 1979). For new, though, I'm compelled to offer

this tentative conclusion. Perhaps writers are not egocentric, and perhaps

writing is not context- dependent. Perhaps these aee labels for problems with

writing tasks, not with writers or with writing. Maybe we call out a tendency

toward "egocentric, context- dependent" writing by assignments that call for

specialized writing that is simply too difficult for some writers to produce in -

isolation from necessary contexts. This Irgurrent suggests the need for carefully

constructed assignments ani,reader responses that build upon what writers know

and can do by asking them to connect their inner, personal worlds of motivation

and thought with the .outer, socal world of°elperience and language..
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Sample Responses:

There are four pictures which tells a story about three 1
young boys begihning to kick a ball around. The boys are standing 2
on a bloek'where there is an apartment building. The boys are right 3

) in front of an apartmentwindow. One boy gets ready to kick the ball. 4
As he kicks the ball it goes straight towards the window. The ball 5
goes three the window and breaks it. Theboys stand in amazement. 6
Suddenly a man.(presumably the owner of'the apartment roam comes 7
over and starts screaming at the boys. The boys knowing'there 8
nistake ran away fram.the scene. Runing up the block they passed 9
another apartment room with a.girl watching them run. 10

/ .

-There are three yobng fellows playing soccer in a small
ley, with a window anzone wall of the alley. The first young

boy is the farthest away from the window. He's about to kick the
ball to one of the other one. He )Cos a frown on his face.-

,After he kicks the ballt sails right through the window. The

1

-2
3

4
5

other bdYs seem to be yelling. .
. 6

A man comes out, probgbly from the other side of the window. 7
He starts yelliqg at the boy as they flee from the scene. They 8
apparently don't care about the ball because as they run away, they 9
don't have it with them.

. 10
They run down the alleyway past a girl in a window. The boy 11

who kicked the ball is the first one to run. Thesecond boy is 12
yelling something to the man. He's also waving his arm and looking 13
back. The 3rd boy is looking back too. The boy who ki&ed the ball 14
doen't bother to look back, he just keeps running. They are all 15
running past the girl in the window.

,
16

Three boys, Rufus,lionty, and Dicky, went to play with their,
new soccer ball. As they hopped to the park they kicked the ball
between them. Monty accidently kicked the ball through the window

,,_,of tkvive's,Massage Parlor. Well, the ran who was about to get

,1

2

3

4
a Tgssage was furious. He ran outside and yelled at the boys. 5
"1Ahat the hell do you think you're doing? You stared the hell out 6
of me! For all I knew, it could have been my wife spying on me! 7
You kdAS have wasted up all my time with Rona, now, You'll pay for 8
that." The boys got so scared they ran to the Atant'ManifCt'le, who had 9
seen them run by.. Sne.also owned the Parlor. They explained to her 10
the situation and she gave their ball back. As for the non from 11
the Massage Parlor, his wife happened to be Rufus' sister, and 12
Rufus told his sister who in turn divorced the man. 13

' 4.


